Feedback Form: Historical Parallels Speech

Speaker________________________________________ Topic________________________________________

Audience Analysis  0 1 2 3 4
Interests ___
Knowledge___
Attitudes___

Subject and Purpose  0 1 2 3 4
Subject appropriate___
Subject narrowed___
Central idea clear___

Supporting Material  0 2 4 6 8
Accurate, clear, relevant___
Recent and varied___
Sufficient to support assertions___
At least three sources acknowledged___

Organization  0 2 4 6 8
Introduction garnered attention, established relationship, provided preview___
Transitions clear___
Logical design of body of speech___
Conclusion provided summary, closure___

Delivery  0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Extemporaneous___
Varied use of voice___
Grammar/articulation___
Minimal vocal fillers___
Direct eye contact___
Communicative gestures___
Purposeful movement___

What was one thing you particularly liked about this speech? What is one suggestion you would offer this speaker?

Signature of person providing feedback________________________________________Date_________________

Instructor use only: 
Grade________
Speech length_______ A = 36-40
Outline 0 1 2 3 4 B = 32-35
Superior points_______ C = 28-31
Coordinate points_______ D = 24-27
Format___
Bibliography 0 1 2
Overall effectiveness 0 1 2 3 4